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Terrorism Networks and Trade: Does the Neighbor Hurt?∗ José de Sousa (CES U. Paris 1 and CREM U. Rennes 1) Daniel Mirza (GERCIE-U. Tours, CREM and CEPII) Thierry Verdier (PSE and CEPR) July 2010 Abstract In this paper, we study the impact of transnational terrorism diffusion on security and trade. We set up a simple theoretical model predicting that the closer a country is to a source of terrorism, the higher the negative spillovers on its trade. The idea is that security measures, which impede trade, are directed both against the source country of terror and its neighbor countries where terrorism may diffuse. In contrast, we demonstrate that countries located far from terror could benefit from an increase in security by trading more. Taken to the test, we empirically document these predictions. We find (1) a direct negative impact of transnational terrorism on trade; (2) an indirect negative impact emanating from terrorism of neighbor countries; and (3) that trade is increasing with remoteness to terror. These results are robust to various definitions of the neighboring relationships among countries.
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Introduction



The last few decades have seen a geographic expansion of terrorist organizations. They now operate in areas that are located thousands of miles away from their origin territory. For instance, Al-Qaeda, originally based in Saudi Arabia, extends ∗



This paper has circulated so far with a slightly different title “Terrorism and Trade: Does the Neigbor hurt?” We are grateful to James Anderson, Brock Blomberg, Bruce Blonigen, Gregory Hess, Thierry Mayer, Fergal McCann, Marta Reynal-Querol, Mathias Thoenig for their valuable comments and suggestions. We also wish to thank seminar participants at the CEPR-PSE workshop on “Conflicts, Globalization and Development”, U. of Barcelona (EEA), INRA Rennes, U. of Geneva and U. of Tours for their helpful comments. Mirza thanks the CIREM for financial support.
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its network as far as North Africa.1 Al-Qaeda’s expansion is not limited to the Arab World, however. To gain visibility and logistical support, local groups in Non-Arab countries, such as Abu Sayyaf in the Philippines, are increasingly linked to the AlQaeda network. Very recently, an Uzbek group, a sort of joint venture of Al-Qaeda and the Taliban, has expanded overseas to establish a terrorist cell in Turkey. This Turkish cell, called the Islamic Jihad Union, aims to recruit nationals and emigrants in European countries for Al-Qaeda’s global Jihad [see Steinberg (2008)]. The aim of this paper is to study the impact of transnational diffusion of terrorism on security measures and international trade. As terrorist threats become global, so do the security measures designed by the targeted countries. For instance, the Homeland Security Bill voted by the American congress will impose, by 2012, 100% scanning of containers in foreign ports bound to the U.S. This global security measure is supposed to affect all exporting countries to the U.S. alike. However, a Customs Trade Partnership Against Terrorism and a Container Security Initiative have been implemented to insure faster customs clearing at the U.S. entry for the safest exporting companies. This might induce a distortive effect on trade costs. In fact, the companies, which can bear the costs of the new security measures, are more usually found in developed countries rather than in developing countries. Global security measures are also accompanied by targeted measures, directed against particular areas or countries. A quick glance at the cross-country differences in the number of U.S. nonimmigrant visas issued to foreign nationals offers an indirect evidence of such measures. In 2002, after the 9/11 attack, almost all of the countries experienced a reduction in visa allowances but some countries have been more affected than others [Cainkar (2004)].2 The U.S. State Department’s Country Reports reveal another piece of evidence for targeted measures of protection. The online day-to-day updated figures, provided to future travelers out of the U.S., support the idea that countries hosting terrorist organizations or their cells, should be 1



The Algerian-based Salafist Group for Preaching and Combat (SGPC) and the Libyan-based Islamic Fighting Group have joined the Al-Qaeda network in the name of a global Jihad. The SGPC has even changed his name to ‘Al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb’, announcing its willingness to extend its activities to the other Maghreb countries [see Steinberg and Werenfels (2007)]. 2 On average, Europeans and Asians experienced a 15 and 23% decrease, respectively. Muslim countries experienced a 40% decrease with a large variance: from a - 1% for Eritrea to - 67% for Saudi Arabia.
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watched more carefully.3 We build a simple theoretical framework of endogenous spatial diffusion of transnational terrorism and security, embedded in a standard new trade theory model. The structure of the terrorism-security framework is fairly simple. The ‘headquarter’ of a terrorist organization, based in a source country of terrorism, can settle a terrorist cell abroad, say in country z. The purpose of this settlement is to launch an attack against a third country, say U . The ability to settle the cell overseas depends on fixed costs that are increasing with distance to the headquarter. In reaction, authorities of the targeted country U can take optimal security measures against the potential country of settlement z, based on expectations about the terrorist’s efficiency. From the game between the terrorist headquarter and security authorities, we obtain that the diffusion of terrorism is conditional upon the distance of z to the headquarter, the terrorist’s efficiency and the optimal level of security. The diffusion of transnational terrorism has spillover implications for trade between U and the potential countries of settlement z. Imposing security measures against people and goods from country z, such as security checks or visa restrictions, is likely to increase trade costs. This implies that the closer a country z is to the terrorist headquarter, the higher the level of security directed against z and the lower its trade with U . However, ‘safe’ countries (i.e. located far enough from the headquarter) could instead increase their trade with U . The logic is very similar to the inward multilateral resistance effect of Anderson and Van Wincoop (2003). Exports of safe countries into U is increased by high barriers to trade (here, high security measures) set against unsafe source countries of terrorism. To investigate empirically the predictions of our model, we lack precise data on the location of the headquarter of terrorist organizations. On the other hand, we have information on the source countries of terrorism, which potentially host a headquarter. Then, given the possible diffusion of terrorism (from the source country) to z, we analyze whether trade between z and U is affected by the distance of z to the source country of terrorism. In particular, the closer is z to the source country of terrorism, the higher the supported security measures, and the lower its 3



See http://travel.state.gov/travel/.
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trade with U . We use the United States as the targeted country U for two reasons. First, it has been the main target of transnational terrorism for the last 40 years. Since the beginning of the nineties, it has been involved in nearly half of total transnational terrorist incidents.4 Second, the U.S. has been attacked by a large number of different source countries. It is associated with the largest variation across source countries of terrorism. In the data, we consider a broad interpretation of proximity to terrorism and two different types of measures. The first type is discrete and linked to sharing some characteristics with the source country of terrorism, such as a border, a language or a religion. We argue that the more characteristics a country shares with the source country of terrorism, the closer their neighborly relationship. The second type of measure is taken to be continuous and based on a weighted geodesic distance to source countries of terrorism. This variable suggests that the closer to the source of terrorist incidents a country is, the higher its potential to host incidents itself. Our empirical analysis employs a large data set of U.S. bilateral imports at the product level. The use of such disaggregated trade data reduces the potential endogeneity between terrorism and trade. In contrast, the theoretical literature suggests that aggregate trade affects terrorism activity [see Anderson (2008) and Mirza and Verdier (2006)]. This is because a country’s openness to trade might shift resources away from informal sectors, increasing the opportunity cost of engaging in terror activities and pushing labor to more formal sectors. We use fine disaggregated trade data to avoid this potential endogeneity. Using a gravity-type model of disaggregated trade, we get some noticeable effects of transnational terrorism on U.S. bilateral imports on the period 1993-2006. We find a direct negative impact of terrorism: on average U.S. imports from the source country of terrorism decrease by about 2 percent for every additional incident perpetrated by this country against the U.S. This result is in line with the literature on trade and terrorism [see Blomberg and Hess (2006) and Mirza and Verdier (2008) for 4



Information on terrorists incidents come from the ITERATE data set which reports transnational terrorist incidents [Mickolus et al. (2003)]. See the data section B for details.
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a survey]. It also echoes the results of recent works on trade and “insecurity”, such as corruption or imperfect contract enforcement [Anderson and Marcouiller (n.d.) and (2002)]. As in our paper, Mirza and Verdier (2006) investigate the relationship between trade, terrorism and security measures. However, they view the terrorism threat as being confined in one source country at a time. We allow instead for the terrorism threat to diffuse across countries. This brings two additional results. First, we find that, when defining proximity to terrorism as a discrete measure, the negative spillover impact on one country’s trade is almost as large as the direct impact of terrorism on trade. That is, U.S. imports from one country are reduced by about 1.8 percent for every additional incident perpetrated by terrorist organizations originating from neighboring countries. Besides, when considering the continuous variable of proximity to terrorism, we obtain qualitatively the same results. Finally, we also find that the impact is not neutral on sufficiently remote countries from terror. As expected from our theory, and in line with the Anderson and Van Wincoop (2003) multilateral resistance effect, we document positive spillovers on trade of safe countries, i.e. located far enough from source countries of terrorism. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we set a simple theoretical framework of endogenous spatial diffusion of terrorism and security, embedded into a new standard trade model. In section 3, we explain the empirical strategy and present data on terrorism. In section 4, we present the benchmark econometric results and robustness checks. Finally, in section 5, we conclude.
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A simple model of Trade, Spatial diffusion of Terrorism and Security



In this section we present the basic elements of a simple model of trade, spatial diffusion of transnational terrorism and security. There are two types of countries that are engaged in international trade. First, there is the U.S. (indexed by U ) that is the main target of transnational terrorism. Second, there is a continuum of countries of mass 1 (indexed by z) and located on the segment [0, 1]. Some of them are potential sources of terrorism against the U.S. (country U ).
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2.1



Trade



Each country (i.e. U and z ∈ [0, 1]) produces differentiated goods under increasing returns. The utility of a representative agent in country U has a standard DixitStiglitz form 1



 Z (1−1/σ) UU = nU xU U +



(1−1/σ) nz x U z dz



1/(1−1/σ) ,



0



where nk is the number of varieties produced in each country k ∈ {U, z ∈ [0, 1]}. xU k is country U demand for a variety of country k. All goods produced in k are demanded in the same quantity by symmetry and σ > 1 is the elasticity of substitution. In country U , this helps define a usual consumer price index: 1



 Z 1−σ 1−σ PU = nU pU TU U +



nz p1−σ TU1−σ z z dz



1/(1−σ) ,



0



where pk is the mill price of products made in k and TU k are the usual iceberg trade costs between U and K. If one unit of good is exported from country k to country U only 1/TU k units are consumed. Trade costs are assumed to depend on geographical distance, trade restrictions and also on security measures (more on this below). As is well known the value of demand by country U from k is given by  mU k = nk EU



pk TU k PU



1−σ for k ∈ {U, z ∈ [0, 1] , R},



(1)



where EU is the total expenditure of country U . Labor is the only factor of production in quantity Lk in country k ∈ {U, z ∈ [0, 1]}. In each country, the different varieties are produced under monopolistic competition. The entry cost to produce in a monopolistic sector is supposed to be one unit of a freely tradable good which is chosen as world numeraire. This good is produced in perfect competition. This in turn fixes the wage rate to its labor productivity a = 1 which is assumed for simplicity to be the same across all countries and sectors. Given this, standard mark-up conditions from profit maximization give that mill prices in the monopolistic competitive sector are identical and equal to the mark-up σ/(σ − 1) times marginal costs (also equal to 1). On the supply side, free entry implies that nk = Lk /σ. In equilibrium, the indirect utility of the
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representative consumer in country U is: WU = WU (TU ) =



EU σ σ−1



1



(σ) σ−1



 Z 1−σ LU TU U + L



1



TU1−σ z dz



1/(σ−1) ,



0



with Lz = L for all countries z ∈ [0, 1] and TU the vector {TU k }k∈{U,z∈[0,1]} of bilateral iceberg costs. As is well known from this simple model, one gets bilateral imports of country U from country k as proportional to: σ−1 mU k = Lk EU TU1−σ . k PU



2.2



(2)



Terrorism and Security



Terrorist behavior and diffusion of terrorism We assume that the headquarter of a terrorist organization A is located at z = 0 (see Figure 1). A is acting like a multinational terrorist network. Thus, in each country z ∈ [0, 1], A may establish a terrorist cell to gear an attack from z against country U (i.e. the U.S.).



We consider that each cell, once established, benefits from the same technology 7



of terrorism as the headquarter. This is in a sense the intangible specific asset of the multinational terrorist network. However to capture the decentralized organizational feature of the network, we consider that each cell is maximizing her objective function independently from the other cells in the network. The objective function of a particular cell is to get visibility (which helps her capture political or economic rents).5 More precisely a terrorist cell in country z ∈ [0, 1] maximizes M axR Π (Rz , Sz ) V − θRz ,



(3)



where Π (Rz , Sz ) is the probability of success of a terrorist act against country U launched from country z. It depends positively on the amount of resources Rz invested by the terrorist cell and negatively on security measures Sz implemented by the government of U against z. V is the perceived visibility gain enjoyed by the terrorist cell when terrorism is successful. θ is the marginal resource cost of the terrorist network. As said, it is a specific characteristic of the terrorist network. We introduce now a spatial dimension. We assume that to establish a cell in country z the terrorist organization A has to spend a fixed organizational resource cost F (z) that depends positively on the distance between country z = 0 and country at distance z (i.e. F 0 (z) > 0, F (0) = 0, and limz→1 F (z) = +∞). We assume that the terrorist cell will be established in country z if and only if the expected net rent from terrorism is larger than the fixed establishment cost of the cell, namely: M axRz [Π (Rz , Sz ) V − θRz ] ≥ F (z). We consider a specific parametric form for the probability of success Π (R, S). More precisely, we follow Anderson and Marcouiller (2002) and take a simple asymmetric contest success function: Π (R, S) =



ϕR , ϕR + S



with the technological parameter ϕ > 0 reflecting the relative efficiency of terrorism compared to security. Denoting Rz0 = ϕRz , the solution of (3) gives the reaction curve of the terrorist 5



We follow here a rationalist view of transnational terrorism (see Sandler et al. (1983)).
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group in country z given a certain level of security Sz imposed by country U on z: r h√ i2 ϕ p ϕSz V 0 − Sz for Sz ≤ S(z, θ) = V − F (z) , (terror) Rz = R(Sz , θ) = θ θ =0 for Sz > S(z, θ). Equation (terror) takes into account the fact that a terrorist cell is established in country z if and only if M axRz [Π (Rz , Sz ) V − θRz ] ≥ F (z). The shape of the reaction curve is depicted in Figure 2. When the security level Sz imposed by U against z is below a certain threshold S(z, θ), the transnational terrorist organization chooses to diffuse and to establish a cell in country z, engaging resources locally Rz = R(Sz , θ)/ϕ in terrorism. Above the threshold S(z, θ), there is no transnational terrorism diffusion to country z and Rz = 0.
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Figure 2: Terrorist Reaction Curve



Security behavior by the U.S. The government of country U is concerned both by the economic welfare of the representative consumer WU (TU ) and the expected social cost of terrorism imposed
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on its citizens E(C). To fix ideas, consider that he maximizes GU = LogWU (TU ) − E(C), where C is the social cost of terrorism in country U when it succeeds. We assume that, because of pervasive problems of asymmetric information, the government of country U , when deciding its security level Sz against country z ∈ [0, 1], does not know the true value of the marginal resource cost θ of the terrorist network. He has beliefs on this parameter summarized by the density function f (θ) defined on an   interval θ, θ . Also, the decision on security measures Sz is made simultaneously with the decision of all terrorist cells in the various countries z ∈ [0, 1]. Given this, and an expectation of terrorist activity in country z, Rze (θ), Z E(C) = Eθ



1



Π (Rze (θ), Sz ) dz



 C,



0



where Eθ (.) reflects the expectation operator of government of country U on the level of terrorist resource Rze (θ) undertaken in country z. Security measures S = {Sz }z∈[0,1] against terrorists involve trade costs.6 Imposing security measures against people and goods from country z is likely to increase transactions costs on trade flows (e.g. security checks, time delays, restrictions on visa allowances to business people, immigration controls) and we simply pose that TU z = T (Sz ) with T 0 (.) ≥ 0, T 00 (.) > 0 and T 0 (0) = 0.



(4)



According to the type θ of the terrorist network, country U ’s problem is simply: Z M axSz LogWU (TU ) − Eθ



1



Π (Rze (θ), Sz ) dz



 C.



(US)



0



Given that the equilibrium wage is 1 and the labour force available for production in country U is LU , country U ’s expenditure on consumption goods are written as 6



In doing so, we neglect the budgetary costs of security measures on the welfare of the U.S. citizen and concentrate only on the economic distortion costs of security measures. As well, the reader will also notice that in our formulation of the equilibrium number of varieties produced in any country z, we neglected the effect of the resource cost of terrorism activity on the labor force of that country. In most cases, this is reasonable as the labor force engaged into terrorist activity in any country z is certainly a small fraction of the total active labor force of that country.
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EU = LU . Neglecting constant terms and noting Re (.) = (Rze (.))z∈(0,1) , the problem (US) can be rewritten as:   Z 1 1 1−σ 1−σ M axS W (S, R (.)) = M axS Log LU TU U + L TU z dz σ−1 0  Z θ Z 1 ϕRze (θ) dz f (θ)dθ. −C e θ 0 ϕRz (θ) + Sz e



Using Fubini’s theorem, the government of country U maximizes:   Z 1 1 1−σ 1−σ M axS W (S, R (.)) = M axS TU z dz Log LU TU U + L σ−1 0 # Z 1 "Z θ ϕRze (θ) −C f (θ)dθ dz. e 0 θ ϕRz (θ) + Sz e



Equilibrium We now look for the Bayesian Nash equilibrium of the terrorism-security game. More precisely a Bayesian Nash equilibrium   N   N S , R (θ) = Sz z∈[0,1] , Rz (θ) z∈[0,1] , N



N



is, for each country z ∈ [0, 1], a security level SzN and a terrorist activity function   RzN (.) defined on θ, θ and characterized by the two following conditions: (i) S N = Arg max W (S, RN (.)), S



"r #  p 1 ϕV   RN (θ) = R(S N , θ) = SzN − SzN z z ϕ θ (ii)   =0



for θ such that SzN ≤ S(z, θ), for θ such that SzN > S(z, θ).



We can equivalently redefine the Bayesian Nash equilibrium as a couple (S N , θN ), with S N = (SzN ) and θN = (θzN ) such that  (i) S N = Arg max  S



   RN (θ) = 1 z ϕ (ii)   =0



1 Log σ−1 R1 −C 0



"r







  1−σ T dz 0 Uz i , f (θ)dθ dz ϕRN (θ)+Sz



LU T 1−σ + L hR N U U N θz ϕRz (θ) θ



R1



z



ϕV p N Sz − SzN θ



# for θ < θzN , for θ ≥
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(5)



θzN ,



(6)



and the equilibrium thresholds θzN for all z ∈ [0, 1] are defined by S(z, θzN ) = SzN . Given that S(z, θ) =



(7)



h√ i2 p V − F (z) ϕθ , inverting (7) provides a threshold func-



e such that7 tion θ(.)  θzN = θe SzN , z . For a given threshold θz , the first order condition of problem (5) writes as: LTU−σ z dTU z e M C(Sz , T ) = =C 1−σ e dSz T



Z



θz



θ



ϕRzN (θ) f (θ)dθ, [ϕRzN (θ) + Sz ]2



where Te is a trade friction cost index proportional to the aggregate price index of country U : Te1−σ =



 Z 1−σ LU TU U + L



1



TU1−σ z dz



 .



0



The left hand side of equation (2.2) is the marginal cost M C(Sz , Te) of security measures Sz applied against country z. It is simply the marginal distortion cost of imposing security measures on bilateral trade flows between U and z. M C(Sz , Te) is increasing in Sz when TU z (.) is convex enough in Sz . We noted also its dependence on the aggregate trade friction cost index Te of country U . The larger this index, the larger the volume that country U imports from country z and the more costly it is at the margin to impose trade frictions between U and z. Hence the larger the marginal cost M C(Sz , Te) of security measures Sz between U and z. The right hand side of (2.2) is the marginal benefit RM (Sz ) of security measures on the probability of no occurrence of a terrorist act emanating from z. It depends on the beliefs that the government of U has on the amount of resources RzN (θ) spent 7



e is defined by The threshold function θ(.)   h√   i2 p   V − F (z) ϕ   θe (S, z) = M ax M in  ; θ ; θ , S



p √ and is also defined for all distance z such that V − F (z) ≥ 0 (i.e. z ≤ ze = F −1 (V )) takes   into account that θe (S, z) takes values in the interval θ, θ . For z > ze, it is never optimal for a transnational terrorist organization to diffuse to country z and we simply pose in that case θe (S, z) = θ.
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by a terrorist cell in z. It is easy to see that RM (Sz ) is decreasing in Sz . Substituting (6) into the first order condition we get Z M C(Sz , Te) = C θ



θz



! √ θ 1 θ √ √ − f (θ)dθ. ϕV Sz ϕV



(8)



This is illustrated in figure 3a. The right hand side of (8) is the marginal benefit of security RM (Sz ). It is shifted up with the threshold θz . In other words, the larger the set of parameters θ such that transnational terrorism diffuses to country z, the larger the marginal gain to impose security against that country. Simple e z , Te) which is increasing in inspection shows that (8) has a unique solution Sz = S(θ e Te) = 0. the threshold θz , decreasing in Te and such that S(θ,



 MCS z , T



RMS z 



z 0



  S z  S z , T



S



Figure 3a): Optimal Security Measure



We get easily the following proposition: Proposition 1. There is a unique Bayesian Nash equilibrium of the transnational terrorism-security game such that: i) For z > ze, there is no diffusion of terrorism and no security measure applied   against country z (i.e. RzN (θ) = 0 ∀θ ∈ θ, θ , θzN = θ and SzN = 0).
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ii) For z ≤ ze, there is a unique threshold θzN ∈]θ, θ] such that terrorism diffuses to country z if and only if the terrorist resource cost θ is less than θzN . The level of security applied against country z is SzN and the level of terrorist resources engaged in country z is: "r # 1 ϕV N N N N Rz (θ) = R(Sz , θ) = Sz − Sz for θ < θzN , ϕ θ for θ ≥ θzN .



=0



iii) The equilibrium expected probability of occurrence of a terrorist action originating from country z is given by : Πz = 0 for z > ze and s ! Z θzN θ p N Πz = 1− Sz f (θ)dθ for z ≤ ze. ϕV θ Characterization of the Bayesian equilibrium is illustrated in Figure 3b for z ≤ ze.
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  z  S z , z
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∗



Figure 3b) : Bayesian Equilibrium



e z , Te) is an upward sloping curve of the threshold The security curve S = S(θ θz . The larger the threshold below which transnational terrorism diffuses, the larger the benefits of security measures imposed by country U against country z. The threshold curve θz = θe (Sz , z) on the other hand is decreasing in Sz . A larger level of 14



security against country z reduces the profitability of establishing a terrorist cell in that country. This establishment requires indeed a higher level of efficiency (i.e. a lower value of θ). The intersection of these two curves gives a solution Sz = S(Te, z)   e e and θz = θ T , z . On appendix A we show that there is a unique Te consistent with these solutions and therefore a unique Bayesian Nash equilibrium.



We can now derive our two main comparative statics: a) How does distance to the terrorist organization headquarter influence transnational terrorism diffusion, bilateral security and trade flows across countries? b) How does an exogenous shock on security measures (due to the occurrence of increased terrorist action against the U.S. or a higher sensitivity of the U.S. to terrorism) affect trade flows across countries? Let us consider the first comparative static. Simple inspection of Figure 3b shows immediately how the equilibrium outcome varies with distance z to the terrorist organization headquarter. Proposition 2. Whenever transnational terrorism diffuses, (i.e. for z ≤ ze), we get that: i) θzN is a decreasing function of z, ii) SzN is a decreasing function of z. Hence both the incentives for diffusion of transnational terrorism and the level of security applied to country z tend to decrease with the distance z to the terrorist organization headquarter. In other words, as distance z increases the organizational cost to establish a terrorist cell, the perceived probability of diffusion of terrorist activity decreases. This in turn reduces the level of bilateral security imposed by country U . These two effects are summarized in the first two panels of Figure 4. The effect of terrorism diffusion on trade flows between country U and country z is easily deduced from the equation characterizing their bilateral trade: mU z =



LLU T (SzN )1−σ . (Te∗ )1−σ



(9)



It is easily verified that: Proposition 3. mU z is strictly increasing in z for z ≤ ze and mU z = const. for z > ze (i.e. is unaffected by terrorism). 15
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Figure 4: Effect of distance Terrorism
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Proposition (3) says that transnational terrorism has some local negative spillover effects on bilateral trade (mU Z ). The closer the location of country z is to the terrorist organization headquarter in 0, the lower is trade between countries U and z. This effect is depicted in the bottom panel of Figure 4. Consider now the second comparative static, i.e. the effect of an exogenous shock on security measures. As can be seen on (8), this shock will increase the value of e z , Te). It can be shown that the equilibrium value S N will bilateral security S = S(θ z increase for z ≤ ze and remain constant (SzN = 0) for z > ze. The security function SzN rotates around point z = ze (recall that ze is independent from C). In turn, it can be shown that a larger level of security requires a higher level of efficiency (i.e. a lower value of θ). Hence the equilibrium threshold value θzN will decrease for z ≤ ze and remain constant θzN = θ for z > ze. These two effects are depicted in the first two panels of Figure 5. Two effects on trade volumes can be distinguished. They are summarized in the bottom panel of Figure 5. First, it can be shown that the increase in security also shifts up the trade friction cost index Te∗ . Consequently, all countries benefit
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Figure 5: Effect of shock on terrorist cost C
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from a positive (inward) multilateral trade resistance effect that tend to increase their bilateral trade mU z with country U . On the other hand, countries with z ≤ ze also suffer from increased bilateral security measures which penalize their trade with U . The overall effect will depend on the location of z to the terrorist organization headquarter at z = 0. Trade with country U will increase for countries with z > ze, as they only face the positive multilateral effect. However, countries close to z = 0 will face a decrease in their volume of trade with U (i.e. mU 0 goes down), as such countries are more affected by the negative bilateral effect than the positive multilateral effect of increased security.8 In other words, for countries z close enough to the terrorist headquarter (i.e. z ≤ zb ≤ ze), their trade with country U is smaller after the shift in C, while for countries further away from U , (i.e. z > zb) their trade with country U is larger. The preceding discussion can be summarized in the following proposition: Proposition 4. An exogenous increase in the cost of terrorism C reduces trade flows mU z with country U for countries such that z ≤ zb and increases mU z for countries such that z > zb. 8



This can be shown when the transport cost function T (S) is convex enough in S.
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3



Empirical analysis



There is one implication of the model worth noting even though we cannot test it due to lack of security data: the level of security of U applied against country z tends to decrease with the distance of z to the headquarter of terrorist organizations. However, we can investigate two other implications related to trade patterns. The model first predicts that the closer is country z to the headquarter, the higher the negative spillovers on its trade with country U . However, the model also predicts that ‘safe’ countries, i.e. located far enough from the headquarter, may instead increase their trade with country U . We will investigate below the empirical validity of these two implications with a large data set of trade relationships and terrorist incidents against the United States on the 1993-2006 period.



3.1



Data description on transnational terrorism



Data on transnational terrorist incidents come from the ITERATE database set-up by Mickolus, Sandler, Murdock and Flemming (2003).9 ITERATE is an event-based data set that lists all of the incidents in the world that have been reported in the medias since 1968 onwards. It provides information on the date, the country of location of the attack, and the country of first nationality of terrorists and victims. This helps to define the target country and the source (or origin) country of terrorism. Target country of terrorism. The country is coded as a target when it represents that of the first nationality of the victims.10 Nearly 80% of the victims are associated with only one nationality. Consequently, we could assign in a relatively confident way only one target country to an incident. We also consider that the target country can be hit at home or abroad. As an illustration, when an U.S. embassy is hit abroad, the U.S. is coded as the target country. 9



ITERATE defines terrorism acts as “the use, or threat of use, of anxiety-inducing, extra-normal violence for political purposes by any individual or group, whether acting for or in opposition to established governmental authority, when such action is intended to influence the attitudes and behavior of a target group wider than the immediate victims and when, through the nationality or foreign ties of its perpetrators, its location, the nature of its institutional or human victims, or the mechanics of its resolution, its ramifications transcend national boundaries.” 10 ITERATE defines victims as “those who are directly affected by the terrorist incident by the loss of property, lives, or liberty.”
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As noted above, we focus on transnational incidents where the U.S. has been the main target, via its representative authorities, its army or its civilians anywhere in the world. One reason is that the U.S. is by far the country that is most hit by transnational terrorism attacks since 1968, before France, Israel and Great Britain. Moreover, the distribution of incidents against the U.S. is spread over a large number of different source countries. Having sorted the number of ‘bilateral’ incidents (i.e. between source and target countries) between 1968 and 2003, Mirza and Verdier (2006) observe that about one third of the top 65 bilateral incidents involve the U.S. as a target country.11 Source country of terrorism. The country is coded as a source when it represents that of the first nationality of the attacking force. Three potential issues are here worth mentioning.12 First, we may be concerned that there is no one first nationality in the attacking group but different equally-sized nationalities. However, as noted by Blomberg and Rosendorff (2009), 98% of incidents are reported with only one source country. Second, the nationality of the attacking force may not represent the view of the country with which it is associated. We abstract from this problem as long as the U.S. implements security measures against a country hosting attacking forces, regardless of the representativeness of the terrorist’s views. Moreover, “this problem is no less severe than what we encounter when we try to measure any international variable” [Blomberg and Rosendorff (2009)] such as investment or trade. Third, the source country might not be the country of location of the incidents, defined as the place where the incidents have taken place. However, we observe in the data that in 96% of the incidents perpetrated against the U.S. the source country is the country of location of the incident. According to the ITERATE data set, around half of the countries in the world have been at the source of at least one transnational terrorist incident from 1968 onwards. In terms of numbers, the top 10 source countries of transnational terrorism 11



This is obviously not the case for Israel, France or Great Britain which are associated with at most 3 countries in the top 65. 12 It is also worth noting that one third of total incidents have been perpetrated by unknown groups with which no source country has been associated.
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(i.e. Columbia, Turkey, Iran, Lebanon, Cuba, Spain, Greece, Philippines, GreatBritain and Peru) have perpetrated about 200 transnational incidents each since 1968.



3.2



Construction of the proximity to terrorism



We do not, unfortunately, have information on the location of the headquarter of terrorist organizations. On the other hand, we have information on the source countries of terrorism. Each one potentially hosts a headquarter (or an affiliate) from which it may diffuse terrorism abroad. To analyze empirically the predictions of the theory, we thus consider the source or origin country of terrorism as the country z = 0, and call it country o. Thus, the terrorist organization based in o may establish a terrorist cell in country z to launch an attack against the U.S. The closer is the country z to country o, the higher the probability to host a cell, the higher the U.S. security measures against z and the higher the negative spillover on its trade with the U.S. To evaluate this prediction, we should give an empirical content to the theoretical concept of distance between the country o and the country z where the terrorist cell can be established. We consider a broad interpretation of the proximity between o and z and use two different types of measure. The first type is continuous and based on the geodesic distance; the second type is discrete and linked to sharing some characteristics among countries o and z, such as a border, a language or a religion. We use both types of measure to check the robustness of our results. We first present the discrete version, and then the continuous one. Discrete version of proximity to terrorism Defining a discrete version of proximity to terrorism, we proceed in two steps. First, we determine the number of neighbor countries i = 0, 1, ..., N of a given country z. We use different definitions of these neighborly relationships to test the robustness of our results. Each definition is based on the sharing of different characteristics between i and z: a land border, an official (or primary) language and/or
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a religion.13 As a benchmark, let us consider two different combinations of characteristics. The first one defines neighboring relationships based on the sharing of a border, a language and a religion.14 As an illustration, Sudan shares a border, a language and a religion with three countries in our sample (Chad, Egypt and Libya). However, note that among them, in 1993, only one neighbor is considered as a source country of terrorism, which attacks the U.S. (namely Egypt). The second combination is based on the sharing of a border only.15 Using this combination, Sudan has seven contiguous neighbors i in our sample (Central African Republic, Chad, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Egypt, Ethiopia, Kenya, Libya and Uganda). Among them, in 1993, two are attacking the U.S. (namely Egypt and Ethiopia). In the second step, we construct a variable, discrete_closenessczt , for each combination c of characteristics shared by countries i and z.16 It sums, for each combination, the number of terrorist incidents perpetrated against the U.S. by the neighbor(s) of a given country z in a year t. As an illustration, in 1993, Sudan’s neighbor country (i.e. Egypt), with whom it shares a border, a language and a religion, perpetrated 4 terrorists incidents against the U.S. The discrete_closenessczt variable represents a proxy for the proximity to terrorism. First, for a given combination c, the higher the number of terrorist incidents perpetrated by z ’s neighbor(s), the closer is z to terrorism. Moreover, we argue that the more characteristics a neighbor country shares with z, the closer their neighborly relationship. Thus, we expect that an additional terrorist incident of the neighbor(s) against the U.S. will be more detrimental to trade when the neighbor shares several characteristics with z than only one. We will below incorporate the different combinations of discrete_closenessczt in the trade specification. 13



We consider that i and z share a religion when a common religion is practised by at least 50% of the population in each country. Our results appear to be robust to the use of a different threshold, namely 10 and 20%. They can be provided upon request. 14 The left part of Table 6 in Appendix D reports the number of neighbors of each country in our sample, based on the sharing of all the three characteristics. 15 The right part of Table 6 (in Appendix D) reports the number of contiguous neighbors of each country in our sample. 16 We use seven different combinations: {border, language, religion}, {border, language}, {border, religion}, {language, religion}, {border}, {language} and {religion}.
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Continuous version of proximity to terrorism Defining a continuous version of proximity to terrorism, we make use of the geodesic distance and construct a continous_closenesszt variable as 1 , i (wit ).Geodistiz



continuous_closenesszt = P



where wit is the share of country i’s incidents against the U.S. in the total world incidents against the U.S. in year t; and Geodistiz is the bilateral geodesic distance between country i and country z. This inverse measure simplifies the interpretation of the empirical results and allows for a more direct comparison with the estimates of the discrete versions of proximity to terrorism. This variable has an interesting feature in that it resembles that of a market potential variable in the trade literature. It says that the higher is the variable, the closer to the source of incidents a country z is, the higher its potential to host incidents itself.



3.3



Trade specification



To account for the times-series dimension of the data, we rewrite equation (2), derived in the theoretical part, as σ−1 mU zt = Lzt LU t TU1−σ zt PU t ,



(10)



where mU zt is an z ×1 vector with row z equal to U.S. imports from country z in year t.17 Equation (10) defines a gravity-like model of trade. It relates trade between the U.S. and country z to their economic size (Lzt and LU t ), their bilateral trade costs TU zt and the importing price index PU t . We now fit the equation to the data as follows. First, we discard importing country-variable controls, i.e. U-specific controls, such as economic size and price index. We may discard these variables because in our data set the importing country is always the U.S. and these variables only have time-series variation. We capture such variation by allowing for year specific effects in trade. Second, we proxy the number of workers available for production in the 17



Note that we abstract here from using U.S. intra-national trade, as expressed in equation (2), due to data constraints and data compatibility with U.S. international trade (see Appendix B for data sources).
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exporting country z, Lz t, by the gross domestic product GDPzt . Then, we decompose GDPzt in population (P OPzt ) and GDP per capita (GDPzt /P OPzt ), to control, respectively, for size and development differences across exporting countries. Third, we use disaggregated trade data to cope with differences in specialization between developing and developed exporting countries. Using trade data at the product level (4-digit) allows us to control for the relative specialization of countries which might be correlated both with aggregate bilateral trade and terrorism activities (see above). Fourth, we posit that trade costs (TU zt ) are a log-linear function of observables φm zt :



TU zt =



M Y



γm (φm zt ) .



(11)



m=1



Normalizing such that



φm zt



= 1 measures zero trade barriers associated with a



γm is equal to one plus the tariff equivalent of trade barrigiven variable m, (φm zt )



ers associated with this variable [Anderson and van Wincoop (2004)]. As in many empirical applications, the list of observables φm zt includes the bilateral geodesic distance of country z to U (Geodist), and a dummy variable indicating whether the U.S. shares a language with the exporting country z (English). We also add a tariff barrier variable (T arif f ), which is the bilateral product-level (4-digit) tariff barriers on U.S. imports from z. It is computed annually as the sum of duties collected in a 4-digit industry divided by the customs value of U.S. imports in the corresponding industry. Moreover, we add a dummy variable (P ref erence) for the U.S. non reciprocal trade preference programs. These programs are designed to assist developing countries through enhanced access to the U.S. market. The preference dummy variable is unity when U.S. imports in a 4-digit industry are eligible for a preference program, and zero otherwise.18 Finally, following our theoretical setting, we consider that trade costs are increased by the counter-terrorism measures implemented by the U.S. government. Such measures are largely unobservable but are arguably positively correlated with transnational terrorism activity. Conse18



The non reciprocal trade preference programs are the Generalized System of Preferences; the Africa Growth and Opportunity Act (from 2001); the Andean Trade Preference Act (from 1992); the Caribbean Basin Initiative; the Israeli-Jordanian Qualifying Industrial Zones and Products of the West Bank Gaza Strip (from 1999); the US-Caribbean Basin Trade Partnership Act (from 2000) and the Compact of Free Association Act.
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quently, we proxy the level of the U.S. security measures against z by the incidents perpetrated by z (T error) and its neighbors (Neighborterror) against the U.S. The variable T errorzt simply sums the number of incidents of country z against the U.S. in year t. The elements of the vector Neighborterrorzt are the discrete and continuous versions of the distance to terrorism. We also add an error term (zt ) to equation to capture all the unobserved linkages between U and z that affect bilateral trade costs. Finally, we benefit from the multiplicative form of equation (2) to operate a loglinear transformation of the model. Dropping the country U subscripts for notational convenience while considering countries z that are exporting to the U.S., we obtain the following estimated equation: ln(mzst ) = ln(P OP )zt + ln(GDP/P OP )zt + α1 ln(Geodist)z + α2 (English)z + α3 T arif fzst + α4 P ref erencezst + β1 (T error)zt + β2 (Neighborterror)zt + ρt + ρs + zt ,



(12)



where the year and product observed are represented by t and s subscripts respectively, mzst is a column vector with row zst equal to U.S. imports from country z in a given year t for a given product s; ρt is a year fixed effect capturing timeseries variation of the U.S. country-variable controls; ρs denotes product fixed effects; α1 = (1 − σ)δ, α2 = (1 − σ)γ1 , α3 = (1 − σ)γ2 , α4 = (1 − σ)γ3 β1 = (1 − σ)γ4 , and β2 = (1 − σ)γ5 . β1 and β2 are here our coefficients of interest. They are expected to be both negative: an increase in the number of terrorist incidents, perpetrated by country z or its neighbors (in the continuous or discrete version), increases security measures (to prevent from potential future incidents), which leads to a decrease in U.S. imports.



4 4.1



Empirical results Benchmark results



We estimate equation (12) on a sample of 149 exporting countries to the United States on the period 1993-2006 (see Table C in appendix for the list of countries). 24



Data sources are described in Appendix B. We first present the results for the discrete measure of the Neighborterror vector, then those for the continuous measure. Discrete version of proximity to transnational terrorism In Table 1, we report results for equation (12), using different combinations of the discrete measure of distance to terrorism (discrete_closenessczt ). All specifications include a full set of year-specific and product-specific (4-digit) dummies. Standard errors are clustered at the country z-year level to address potential problems of heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation in the error terms. Before proceeding to the analysis of the terrorist incidents variables, notice that, in all regressions, the traditional gravity estimates, like economic size, distance, common language, tariff and preference appear with the expected signs. The results show that increases in exporter country per capita income and population promote exports to the U.S. with elasticities close to one as predicted by the model.19 In line with the literature, the share of the English language increases trade with the U.S. On the other hand, the elasticity of trade to distance is negative but with a lower estimate than in the literature [around a mean elasticity of 0.9; see Disdier and Head (2008)]. As expected, the U.S. preference programs have a positive impact on bilateral trade. The semi-elasticities of the tariff variable are negative. This means that, other things being equal, a one point increase of U.S. bilateral tariffs decreases exports by 3.3 percent.20 As expected, we find a negative effect on U.S. imports of terrorist incidents perpetrated by country z against the U.S. In all regressions, the semi-elasticity of Terror zt is statistically significant. On average, exports to the U.S. decrease by about 2 percent for every additional terrorist incident against the U.S.21 This effect is economically significant. However, what does an additional terrorist incident against the U.S. represent? To help with the interpretation of the results, and to compare the effects of this particular variable with the other estimated coefficients, 19



Instead of GDP per capita and population, we used two alternative methods to capture the economic size effect of the exporting country: (1) GDP and (2) GDP per capita and GDP, respectively. None of these alternative methods changes the results on the incident variables. 20 The mean sample of the tariff variable is .0297 with a standard deviation of .0544. 21 The mean sample of the Terror variable is .295 with a standard deviation of 2.795.
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Table 1: Trade and proximity to transnational terrorism (discrete version) Dependent variable Definition of proximity to transnational terrorism



ln(Population)zt



ln(U.S. imports)



(1)



(2)



(3)



(4)



(5)



Linguistic



Religious



Contiguous



Contiguous & Linguistic



Contiguous & Linguistic & Religious



0.958a



0.956a



0.963a



0.960a



0.958a



(0.018)



(0.018)



(0.018)



(0.018)



(0.018)



a



a



a



a



0.935a



ln(GDP/Population)zt



0.935



(0.013)



(0.013)



(0.013)



(0.013)



(0.013)



ln(Distance)z



-0.597a



-0.615a



-0.590a



-0.595a



-0.595a



(0.051)



(0.051)



(0.050)



(0.050)



(0.050)



English Languagez



0.456a



0.415a



0.422a



0.423a



0.418a



(0.051)



(0.046)



(0.046)



(0.045)



(0.046)



a



a



a



a



0.386a



(Preference) dummyzst



0.381



0.942



0.386



0.935



0.387



0.934



0.386



(0.059)



(0.058)



(0.059)



(0.058)



(0.058)



a



a



a



a



-3.318a



(Tariff)zst



-3.339



(0.290)



(0.290)



(0.290)



(0.290)



(0.290)



Terrorzt



-0.021b



-0.023b



-0.021b



-0.021b



-0.020b



(0.010)



(0.009)



(0.010)



(0.010)



(0.010)



Neighbor Terrorzt



-0.004



-0.007a



-0.012a



-0.018a



-0.018a



(0.003)



(0.002)



(0.003)



(0.004)



(0.004)



yes yes 0.38 449832



yes yes 0.38 449832



yes yes 0.38 449832



yes yes 0.38 449832



yes yes 0.38 449832



Fixed Effects: Year Product (4-digit) Adj. R2 # of Observations



-3.301



-3.315



-3.314



Notes: In parentheses: heteroskedastic-robust standard errors, clustered by exporting country and year. a and b denote significance at the 1% and 5% level respectively. Constant and fixed effects are not reported.
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we compute standardized (beta) coefficients from the estimates of Table (1). These are the regression coefficients obtained by standardizing all variables to have a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1. It follows, in column (1), that a one standarddeviation increase in the number of terrorist incidents decreases U.S. imports by .016 standard deviation. In absolute value, this magnitude appears to be lower than the standardized effect of the traditional gravity variables: .475 for population, .394 for GDP per capita, -.115 for distance, and .057 for common English language. These results suggest that an additional terrorist incident leads to an economically significant effect but its occurrence is rare. Our theory predicts negative local spillovers on imports to the U.S., when exporter’s close neighbors attack the U.S. Empirical results of Table 1 confirm this prediction. In all columns, we find negative semi-elasticities of trade to the number of incidents of the exporter’s neighbors. Some differences across regressions are worth mentioning, however. For instance, in column (1), we find a negative but statistically insignificant effect when defining neighborhood on a linguistic basis. In contrast, in column (2), we find a significant negative effect: on average exports of country z to the U.S. decrease by 0.7 percent for every additional terrorist incident perpetrated by the exporter’s religious neighbors against the U.S. In column (3), we find a slightly larger effect when defining neighborhood on contiguity. These results are reassuring if we consider that the U.S. security is discriminatory and regional, i.e. directed against particular geographic areas. A given country z could indeed share the language of a source country of terror o while being geographically far remote from o, with a low probability to host a terrorist cell. This could explain why the N eighborT error estimate is not significant in column (1), when proximity to terrorism is only defined on a linguistic basis. The ensuing columns (4) and (5) of Table 1 highlight larger semi-elasticities for the N eighborT error variable. Thus, a closer proximity to source countries of terrorism appears to induce a bigger negative effect on US imports. It seems in fact reasonable to consider that neighbors are closer when they share a border, a language and a religion (column 5) than only a border (column 3) or only a religion (column 2). These results are thus in line with the theoretical prediction that the closer the location of the exporting country to 27



the source country 0, the higher the negative local spillover effects on its U.S. trade. Continuous version of proximity to transnational terrorism The above discrete measures offer us a comparison between the situations where countries share or not some closeness characteristics. However, the differences of (βb2 ) across regressions (3) to (5) are probably not statistically significant despite precise estimates (p 1) going from +∞ to 0 as Te goes from 0 to +∞. As H(Te) is an increasing function of Te with 24



Note that Te is also endogenous in the model as, in turn, it depends on the level of security measures imposed on all countries z ∈ [0, 1] (see equation 4).
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H(0) ≥ 0 and limTe→∞ H(Te) > 0, it follows that equation (13) has a unique solution e Te∗ , z) for z ≤ ze. Te∗ . Substitution gives immediately SzN = S(Te∗ , z) and θzN = θ(



B



Appendix. Data sources



Bilateral imports of the United States at the 4-digit SITC level, over the period 1993-2006, come from the NBER World Trade Data [see Feenstra, Schott and Romalis (n.d.) for details]. Data on tariffs and preferences also come from the NBER World Trade Data. Data on distance, contiguity and language come from the CEPII (http://www.cepii.fr/anglais-graph/bdd/distances.htm). Data on population and GDP per capita come from the World Bank (World Development Indicators). Information on religion come from Alesina et al. (2003).
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Appendix. Country list



Table 5 reports the list of countries exporting to the United States in our sample.
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Appendix. Neighborly relationships



Table 6 depicts the distribution of the neighborly relationships among countries in our sample (see Table 5). The left part of Table 6 gives the number of neighbors of each country in our sample based on the sharing of a border, a language and a religion. In that case, 100 countries have no neighbors, while 69 have at least one. In contrast, one country, Saudi Arabia, has 7 neighbors: Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, United Arab Emirates and Yemen. The right part of Table 6 gives the number of contiguous neighbors of each country in our sample. In that case, 29 countries have no (contiguous) neighbors. They represent island countries and/or distinct statistical territories. In contrast, one country, China, has 15 contiguous neighbors.
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Table 5: List of countries exporting to the United States Albania Ecuador Kyrgyzstan Russia Algeria Egypt Lao Rwanda Angola El Salvador Latvia Saint Kitts and Nevis Argentina Equatorial Guinea Lebanon Samoa Armenia Estonia Liberia Saudi Arabia Australia Ethiopia Lithuania Senegal Austria Fiji Macau Seychelles Azerbaijan Finland Macedonia Sierra Leone Bangladesh France Madagascar Singapore Barbados Gabon Malawi Slovakia Belarus Gambia Malaysia Slovenia Belgium and Lux. Georgia Mali South Africa Belize Germany Malta Spain Benin Ghana Marshall Islands Sri Lanka Bhutan Greece Mauritania Sudan Bolivia Guatmala Mauritius Surinam Brazil Guinea Mexico Sweden Bulgaria Guinea Bisau Moldova Switzerland Burkina Faso Guyana Mongolia Syria Burundi Haiti Morocco Tajikistan Cambodia Honduras Mozambique Tanzania Cameroon Hong Kong Nepal Thailand Canada Hungary Netherlands Togo Central African Rep. Iceland New Zealand Trinidad and Tobago Chad India Nicaragua Tunisia Chile Indonesia Niger Turkey China Iran Nigeria Turkmenistan Colombia Ireland Norway Uganda Comoros Israel Oman Ukraine Congo Italy Pakistan United Kingdom Congo Dem. Rep. Ivory Coast Panama Uruguay Costa rica Jamaica Papua New Guinea Uzbekistan Croatia Japan Paraguay Venezuela Cyprus Jordan Peru Yemen Czech Rep. Kazakhstan Philippines Zambia Denmark Kenya Poland Djibouti Kiribati Portugal Dominican Rep. Korea, Rep. of Romania
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Table 6: Sample distribution of the neighbor relationships Countries share: a border, a language and a religiona a borderb # of Freq. of in % # of Freq. of in % neighbors countries neighbors countries 0 100 59.17 0 29 17.16 1 22 13.02 1 15 8.88 2 22 13.02 2 29 17.16 3 13 7.69 3 23 13.61 4 8 4.73 4 26 15.38 5 2 1.18 5 24 14.20 6 1 0.59 6 7 4.14 7 1 0.59 7 9 5.33 Total 169 8 3 1.78 9 2 1.18 14 1 0.59 15 1 0.59 Total 169 Notes:



a



Left part: number of neighbors of each country in our sample based on the sharing of a border, a language and a religion. b Right part: number of contiguous neighbors of each country in our sample.
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